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"Although	I	facilitated	Christina	is	a	Coward,
I	should	not	be	called	the	Curator.	I	made	an

inevitable	connection	with	Megan	Solis	and

Hello	Studio,	and	Solis	made	the	artwork	in

situ	 as	 part	 of	 a	 residency	 program.	 From

there,	 a	 group	 of	 highly	 creative	 and

amazing	 people	 (gallerists,	 writers,	 and

artist)	 let	 me	 meddle	 in	 their	 world	 for	 a

while.	Instead	of	Guest	Curator,	perhaps	you

can	call	me	the	Guest	Meddler."

	 					-Alana	Coates



Christina	 is	 a	 Coward	 was	 born	 out	 of	 the
misfortune	 of	 failed	 relationships.	 Superficial

high	school	tropes	are	a	major	theme	explored

in	this	exhibition,	as	 such	mechanisms	 are

used	 to	 analyze	 truths	 as	 well	 as	 façades

within	social	 anxieties	 and	 unsuccessful

human	connections.	With	this	particular	body	of

work,	the	hope	is	to	recognize	the	external	and

internal	 pressures	 to	 pursue	 and	 perform

happiness	 even	 when	 fixed	 with	 anxiety,

depression,	and	disappointment.”	

		

			–Megan	Solis



Unbearably	Human,	2016,	frosting,	plastic,	fabric,	masonite,	yarn,

swimming	pool	noodles,	furby	doll	stuffed.	Installation	view
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By	Alana	Coates			

When	I	first	met	Solis,	she	was	working	in	an	alternative	figurative	style	reminiscent	of	the	

1960s	Chicago	artist	collective,	The	Hairy	Who.	Her	early	works	also	exuberated	a	baroque

discord	similar	to	the	aesthetic	of	the	cartoon	Superjail!.	Solis	is	a	skilled	draftsman,	yet	her

emphasis	was	on	rendering	the	figure	in	an	agitated	state	with	an	androgynous	disposition,

rather	than	depicting	acute	anatomy.	Finding	her	style	akin	to	the	naiveté	and	rejection	of

the	traditional	canon	present	in	outsider	art,	I	was	immediately	drawn	to	her	work	for	its

aggressively	gender-bending	approach	and	the	sensibility	in	her	compositions.	

		

During	her	academic	studies,	Solis	focused	on	collage,	assemblage,	and	performance.

Now,	a	recent	graduate	of	art	school,	her	conceptual	practice	has	deeply	evolved.	In	the

exhibition	Christina	is	a	Coward,	Solis	maintains	some	elements	from	her	earlier	artistic

practice;	but	she	has	largely	departed	from	the	confines	of	two	dimensions.	For	example,	

in	We	Are	Just	Peachy,	Thanks,	polyfilled	and	fabric	sculptures	expand	on	a	Jim	Nutt

figurative	expression	and	demonstrate	Solis’	new	voice.	

		

Solis’	art	embodies	the	self.	Whether	her	forms	are	fleeting	and	ephemeral	or	set	in	a

	more	archival	medium,	her	memories,	feelings,	and	experiences	are	expressed.	Solis’	

art	is	autobiographical.	Every	character	she	creates	is	an	extension	of	herself;	she	is	the

lead	participant	in	her	performances,	and	the	plush-figurative	pieces	that	are	made	from

her	own	high-school	wardrobe	represent	aspects	of	her	as	well.	

Similar	to	Cindy	Sherman,	Yasumasa	Morimura,	Rachel	Maclean	and	other	contemporary

artists	who	immerse	themselves	into	characters,	Solis	employs	role-play	and	exaggeration.	

The	observer	is	not	privy	to	the	identity	of	Solis’	obscured	characters.	Masks,	wigs,	and	

stuffed	costumes	all	blur	them	into	anonymous	epicene	creatures	that	live	in	another	

world,	a	pretend	world.	

Pink	Wig,	2016,	bodysuit,	panty	hose,	pink	synthetic	wig,	plaster	mold	of	

human	face,	plaster	mold	of	human	foot,	acrylic,	human	hair.	Detail	of

Unbearably	Human 11
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This	fantasy	land	of	dissociative	identity	appears	childish.	It	is	abundant	with	sweet	nostalgia

filled	with	extreme	contradictions.	Solis	is	open	about	her	feelings	of	social	anxieties,	and	any

emotional	strife	is	fair	game	for	her	visual	expression	(ex-boyfriends	included).	However,	the

viewer	may	not	recognize	the	psychological	sentiments	at	first	glance,	as	they	are	tucked	into

the	underbelly	of	her	practice.	Lots	of	sugar-coated,	glitter-sparkled	and	garish	color	take

prominence	over	the	awareness	of	emotional	discomforts.	

		

Upon	first	encountering	Solis’	art,	the	senses	are	overwhelmed	by	vivid	colors—neon	pinks,

electric	purples,	slime	greens,	and	nacho	cheese	yellows.	There	is	never	a	monochromatic	or

subdued	palette	in	sight;	Solis	prefers	bold,	fully-saturated,	and	highly-contrasting	colors.	She

uses	color	as	a	gateway	to	discord;	what	is	a	jarring	palette	to	some	is	evocative	of	childhood

memories	to	spectators	from	the	millennial	generation.	The	spectrum	is	reminiscent	of	a	toy

aisle:	the	colors	of	troll	doll	wigs,	the	vibrant	tones	found	in	Lisa	Frank	stickers,	and	the	synthetic

shades	of	the	creepy	pet	Furby.	

Furby,	after	all,	makes	an	appearance	in	the	exhibit	Christina	is	a	Coward.	Furby	is	a	fluffy	robot

that	was	released	in	1998	and	was	the	object	of	envy	for	every	American	child.	Designed	with

life-like	attributes,	Furby	simulates	emotional	body	language,	including	slumped	ears	indicating

sadness,	much	like	a	family	pet.	Furby	appears	aware	of	its	environment,	as	when	it	belts	out:

“Hey!	Loud	sound!”	when	a	thud	or	bang	occurs	within	a	close	radius.	Furby’s	linguistic	abilities

also	appear	to	change	over	time,	initially	speaking	Furbish,	and	then	appropriating	basic	English

phrases	so	that	the	child	believes	the	toy	is	learning	from	him	or	her.	

Furby’s	widespread	popularity	was,	in	part,	due	to	its	life-like	characteristics,	which	facilitated	a

close	bond	between	the	toy	and	its	owner.	Perhaps	as	an	unintended	consequence,	youthful

disappointment	was	also	fostered.	Furby	is	just	a	robot	after	all--	only	capable	of	simulating

engagement	with	the	child	on	the	most	simplistic	level.	Unfortunately	for	the	child,	this	makes

Furby	merely	a	mirage	of	companionship,	a	notion	echoed	in	Christina	is	a	Coward,	where	icons

of	failed	relationships	and	disillusion	prevail.

In	Unbearably	Human,	Furby	is	chained	like	an	abused	dog,	its	restraint	is	painted	sunshine

yellow	and	his	fur	is	dirty	and	distressed.	There	is	a	functionless	ramp	coated	in	bright	yellow



frosting	that	we	witness	Furby	dragged	over.	A	ramp,	a	mechanical	device	typically	built	for	a

logistical	purpose,	here	seems	to	have	no	other	need	than	perhaps	a	sadistic	aim.	Solis

confesses	her	childhood	love	for	Furby,	however	describing	her	unceasing	fear	when	its	eyes

would	open	in	the	middle	of	the	night	and	make	furbish	wails.	I	cringe,	as	this	sounds	like	a

companion	from	a	horror	story,	recalling	Chucky—he	came	alive	too.	

From	childhood	companions	gone	awry,	we	can	easily	connect	to	the	letdown	of	our	crushes	in

our	later	youth.	From	the	series	Disappointments	are	revealed	in	Rebecca	and	Samantha's

Slumber	Party,	text	set	on	board	accompanied	by	hearts	made	of	yellow	puffy-paint	and	covered

in	black	glitter	reads:	Ryan	and	I,	Fuck	Off,	Fuck	Off,	R	Getting	Married.	Another	emotional

connection	severed,	like	so	many	lost	loves	documented	on	school	desks	in	carvings	and	ink.

Unfortunately,	some	things	never	change.	Epitaphs	of	past	broken	hearts	echo	and	foretell	even

more	devastating	separations	in	adulthood.	Ceci	n’est	pas	une	pipe—you	bet	it	is!	

		

A	loose	contour	line	made	by	a	trembling	hand	is	the	focus	of	a	yellow	mural	titled	I’m	Not	As

Ugly	Sad	As	You.	Again,	the	viewer	is	taken	back	to	the	year	1998,	this	time	for	an	alternative

rock	break-up	song,	Inside	Out	by	Eve	6	recalling	the	lyrics:	“want	to	put	my	tender,	heart	in	a

blender,	watch	it	spin	around	to	a	beautiful	oblivion.”	In	this	mural,	Solis	evokes	a	sentiment

similar	to	Rachel	Maclean,	a	Glasgow-based	artist,	who	specializes	in	bright,	sugar-sweet	girly

fantasy	lands	where	something	sinister	is	coated	with	a	veneer	of	happiness.	After	all,	the	prime

focus	of	I’m	Not	As	Ugly	Sad	As	You	is	the	pictogram’s	tear-filled	eyes.	The	gaze	is	pooled-up,

but	the	grin	is	still	maintained,	as	the	glyph	is	clinching	onto	the	façade	of	cheer.	Much	like	the

real	world	filled	with	small	talk	and	mindless	banter,	the	smiley	face	holds	back	what	is	really

going	on.	

		

From	the	simulated	love	and	companionship	of	Furby,	through	the	useless	quotidian	rituals,	the

unrequited	love	of	high-school	crushes,	and	the	façades	of	joy,	the	viewer	stews	in	a	conflicting

space	within	Christina	is	a	Coward.	Starkly	intimate	concepts	are	divulged	in	code	for	the	public

gaze	and,	as	viewers,	we	can	connect	with	her	art	by	recalling	our	own	experiences.	We	all	have

moments	of	feeling	Unbearably	Human;	Solis	just	serves	hers	up	with	a	mixture	of	90s	nostalgia,

bold	color,	and	glitter.	
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We	are	just	peachy,	thanks	I,	II,	II,	IV,	2016,

dimensions	and	material	vary.	Installation	view
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By	Isabel	A.	Servantez	III	

		

Walking	into	the	Hello	Studio	Gallery	to	see	Christina	is	a	Coward	by	Megan	Solis,	I	am

surrounded	by	ephemera	of	my	youth.	I	lose	myself	for	a	moment	as	an	art	historian,	and

simply	enjoy	the	objects	around	me	that	arouse	a	nostalgic	thought	process.	I	engage	in

dialogue	with	my	younger	self:	

		

I	would	have	wanted	the	Power	Wheels	Jeep	that	sits	on	the	floor	except	for	the	color.	“It’s	

too	bad	it’s	pink.	It	must	be	a	girl’s.”	

		

A	big	Furby	is	on	the	ground.	I	haven’t	seen	one	of	those	in	a	long	time,	although	I	never

	really	wanted	one.	“They	are	kinda	creepy.”	

		

The	ramp	in	the	middle	of	the	room	is	covered	in	cake	frosting.	The	gallery	air	smells	semi-

sweet…	“That’s	awesome!”	

		

And,	the	wall	has	a	big	smiling	face,	like	one	on	a	t-shirt	I	had	as	a	kid.	“I	love	that	shirt.	I

wonder	where	it	is?”	

		

I	am	brought	back	to	the	present	when	I	realize	there	is	something	odd	about	this	exhibition

that	I	did	not	notice	when	I	walked	in.	As	I	watch	the	performances	unfold,	it	is	clear	that

everything	is	a	little	bit	off.	The	Jeep	pushed	by	the	artist	during	K.	Pell	and	the	Jeep	Escape

has	something	else	in	the	driver	seat:	a	smiling	figure	that	ironically	does	not	seem	too	happy

to	be	there.	Looking	at	the	reclining	figure	in	the	seat,	I	cannot	help	but	be	reminded	of	bad

choices	made	by	my	younger	self,	like	choosing	to	drive	after	leaving	a	bar.	

Also,	I	remember	Furbies	being	weird	with	their	irksome	voices	and	skittish	eyes,	but	what	

is	unnerving	me	now	is	that	the	artist	seems	to	be	dragging	the	Furby	to	its	funeral	during

Unbearably	Human.	The	smell	of	frosting	coming	from	the	ramp	upon	which	Furby	is	dragged,Purple	Lady,	2016,	fabric,	synthetic	bodysuit,	glitter	shoes,	

purple	hat,	pillow.	Detail	of	K.	Pell	and	the	Jeep	Escape
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mixed	with	the	San	Antonio	heat	and	humidity	rushes	me	close	to	nausea.	Consequently,	I

now	have	mixed	feelings	about	the	olfactory	characteristic	of	the	once	“awesome”	ramp.	

		

Lastly,	the	wall	mural	tellingly	titled,	I’m	not	as	ugly	sad	as	you,	displays	a	smile	that	is	

the	antithesis	of	happiness;	the	hyper-affected	nature	of	the	face	is	fitting	as	the	night	

goes	on.	The	unhinging	grin	overlooks	the	discomforting	scene	and	all	the	people	

within	it.	

		

Christina	is	a	Coward	captures	the	tension	of	a	contrasting	reality:	what	we	believe	we	are

entering	versus	where	we	inevitably	find	ourselves.	The	tense	environments	of	Solis’

performances	include	severely	bright	colors	applied	to	contorted	forms	and	familiar	albeit

twisted	images	from	childhood.	An	example	of	this	application	is	seen	with	an	untitled	piece

that	fittingly	gives	the	exhibition	its	name,	from	the	series,	Disappointments	Are	Revealed	at

Samantha	and	Rebecca’s	Slumber	Party.	

The	untitled	work	includes	dayglow	green	masking	tape	next	to	the	personal	and	foreboding

words	in	all	caps,	covered	in	glitter,	“CHRISTINA	IS	A	COWARD.”	Another	instance	of	this

exists	with	Unbearably	Human	where	we	see	soft	and	inviting	fabric	covering	the	helpless

body	of	a	once	treasured	toy	store	friend—	Furby.	Smells	of	childhood	birthday	parties	waft

over	and	around	all	of	these	sometimes	violent	and	often	uncomfortable	situations	and

settings.	The	environment,	like	the	frosting	applied	to	Solis’	ramp	during	Unbearably	Human

and	the	mask	Solis	wears	during	Disappointments	Are	Revealed	at	Samantha	and	Rebecca’s

Slumber	Party,	is	saccharin	in	its	sweetness	and	too	good	to	be	true.	

The	sensuous	surfaces	are	a	ruse	to	cover	up	something	much	less	appetizing	than	cake

frosting.	The	tension	created	exists	in	a	world	that	departs	from	anything	real	but	makes	it

possible	for	Solis	to	interact	with	the	issues	most	dismaying	about	her	present-day	inner	self

and	her	past.	In	each	performance	she	becomes	a	faceless,	disfigured,	and	nearly

unrecognizable	human	form.	Her	anonymous	shape	is	continuously	imbued	with	some	of	the

gaudy	falsity	of	her	environment;	a	neon	pink	wig	worn	in	Unbearably	Human,	a	unisex	
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purple	body	covering	in	K.	Pell	and	the	Jeep	Escape,	and	a	mask	layered	in	cake	frosting	for

Disappointments	Are	Revealed	at	Samantha	and	Rebecca’s	Slumber	Party.	In	attaching	these

artifices,	she	confronts,	or	at	the	least,	temporarily	exists	with	the	unease	and	anxiety	identified

in	her	artist’s	statement.	

		

For	us	viewers,	the	unease	that	we	feel	while	watching	Solis	interacting	with	her	environment

tells	us	something	about	her	internal	struggle,	but	also	shows	the	success	of	her	work.	Christina

is	a	Coward	is	not	Hieronymus	Bosch’s	The	Garden	of	Earthly	Delights,	but	Solis	creates	a	world

for	us	similar	in	process.	Her	ebullient	textures,	colors	and	characters	(like	those	in	Bosch’s

Garden)	gild	her	world,	where	just	below	the	jovial	surface	lurks	something	darker.	We	only

notice	the	flaws	when	Solis	creates	a	moment	when	we	are	able	to	pause	and	account	for	the

repellent	details	that	surround	us.	

		

Solis’	success	in	capturing	the	viewer	reveals	her	ability	to	make	the	mechanics	of	the

grotesque	her	own.	Solis	inverts	the	oft-employed	artistic	institution	of	showing	rot	caused	by

death	in	order	to	lead	us	to	a	deeper	appreciation	of	the	finite	nature	and	beauty	of	life.	Instead,

we	are	ensnared	by	the	synesthetic	comforts	that	Solis	entices	with,	only	to	commit	too	much	of

ourselves	before	we	are	confronted	with	that	which	we	may	have	otherwise	avoided:	an	ugly

truth	in	another	person	or,	perhaps,	an	ugly	truth	within	ourselves.	Unlike	Solis,	we	are

unprepared	to	don	a	mask	when	witnessing	her	performances.

Our	ill-prepared	nature	leaves	us	unguarded	and	vulnerable	to	an	over-telling	mirror.	On

evading	repulsiveness,	Mark	Hutchinson	said,	“Ugliness	stalks	the	subject:	it	doesn’t	go	away

when	you	shut	your	eyes	because	it	is	always	out	to	get	you.”i	As	Solis’	audience,	we	cannot

escape	our	ugly	past	mistakes,	regrets,	and	misfortunes.	Solis	painfully	reminds	us	that	no

amount	of	saccharinity,	bubbliness,	glitter	or	cloyingly	sweet	cake	frosting	can	truly	cover	up	

our	past,	and	the	best	we	can	hope	for	is	to	face	the	harsh	realities	that	exists	there.	
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Pink	Wig,	2016,	bodysuit,	panty	hose,	pink	synthetic	wig,

plaster	mold	of	human	face,	plaster	mold	of	human	foot,

acrylic,	human	hair.	Detail	of	Unbearably	Human

I'm	not	as	ugly	sad	as	you,	2016,	acrylic,	144x288	in.	Mural	
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plaster	mold	of	human	face,	plaster	mold	of	human	foot,

acrylic,	human	hair.	Detail	of	Unbearably	Human

I'm	not	as	ugly	sad	as	you,	2016,	acrylic,	144x288	in.	Mural	



By	Tatiana	M.	Uhoch	

		

Megan	Solis	makes	me	nervous	–	makes	me	anxious	–	makes	me	wonder	what	I	am	doing

writing	about	art	I	am	repelled	by.	But	how	long	can	something	horrify?	In	Regarding	the	Pain

of	Others,	Susan	Sontag	says	that	over	time,	what	shocks	loses	its	overwhelming	force,	and

we	“become	habituated”	to	it,	unless	it	is	powerful	pathos	in	narrative	or	the	ruin	of	people’s

faces,	which	we	can	never	bear	to	see	disfigured.I	While	Solis	does	work	with	faces,	she

does	not	devastate	realistic	visages,	rather	she	masks	herself	with	frosting	and	smileys	and

erases	herself	with	fabric	and	garishness.	And	while	the	high	school	narrative	is	a	powerful

one,	it	does	not	stand	side-by-side	with	Sontag’s	example	of	Jesus’	crucifixion,	or	other

displays	of	humanity	acting	inhumanely.	Therefore,	if	Sontag	is	to	be	believed,	I	should	be

able	to	adapt	to	my	disgust	if	I	can	habituate	myself	to	Solis’	rendering	of	the	grotesque.	

		

Towards	that	end,	I	approached	Solis’	work	the	way	that	my	father	taught	me	to	adapt	to

frigid	waters,	by	plunging	in,	removing	myself,	and	then	plunging	in	again.	I	leapt	headlong

into	the	abyss	of	revolting,	sugar-coated	everything.	I	projected	her	performances	and

previous	work	on	multiple	screens.	I	printed	pictures	of	deflated	Furbies,	smiley	faces,	and

headless	dolls,	and	tacked	them	to	my	bedroom	walls	(creating	a	very	uninviting	space	for

sleep	and	sex,	and	proving	it	unwise	to	art	where	you	eat).	I	surrounded	myself	in	Solis’	work.

I	marinated	in	it.	I	wallowed	in	it.	As	much	as	I	could,	I	immersed	myself	in	the	discomforting

sphere	of	her	creation.	

After	submerging	myself	repeatedly	for	days,	I	finally	began	to	acclimate,	and	only	then	did	I

allow	myself	to	read	her	artist	statement.	I	found	myself	relieved	when	I	learned	that	her	work

was	meant	to	provoke	disgust	and	anxiety,	but	then	almost	immediately	began	to	wonder

exactly	how	disgusted	and	anxious	I	was	allowed	to	be	as	someone	who	ostensibly

appreciates	this	art	–	and	loudly	enough	to	share	with	others.	

Was	I	expected,	now	understanding	that	this	disgust	was	intentional,	to	elevate	myself

beyond	the	disgust	and	focus	on	other	aspects	of	the	art?	Was	I	expected	to	examine	the	
We	are	just	peachy,	thanks	III,	2016,	fabric,	saran	wrap,	old	bra,	

foam	paper,	duck	tape,	found	dolls,	plastic	choker,	fuzz	balls,	yarn.	Detail 23
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disgust	and	how	it	created	the	anxiety?	Was	I	expected	to	feel	something	new	when	I

encountered	the	art	over	and	over?	

		

And	then,	if	I	did	manage	to	elevate,	or	examine,	or	put	myself	outside	of	the	disgust,	would	that

mean	that	the	art's	impact	had	worn	off	just	by	understanding	the	intention	of	the	artist	or	living

deeply	in	his	or	her	art?	

		

Knowing	that	Ansel	Adams’	mission	is	to	inspire	people	with	his	gorgeous	nature	photography

does	not	take	away	the	inspiration	I	feel	when	staring	at	his	snowy	mountain	peaks,	so	should

understanding	that	disgust	and	anxiety	are	the	desired	emotional	outcomes	not	interfere	with

my	continuing	disgust,	or	should	curiosity,	or	skepticism,	or	elevated	thinking	come	through?	

		

More	days	pass,	and	my	relief	wanes,	but	my	anxiety	does	not	dissipate.	I	still	suck	my	teeth	and

hold	my	breath	when	I	reencounter	her	art,	as	with	an	eternally	icy	lake	I	revisit.	I	numb	slowly

and	am	able	to	unclench	and	swim	around	for	a	while,	but	each	visit	leaves	me	breathless	and

cold.	

In	fact,	my	anxiety	increases	as	I	become	embarrassed	by	my	reaction	–	embarrassed	that	it	is

exactly	the	reaction	that	the	artist	intends	me	to	have,	and	embarrassed	that	I	am	still	having	it

even	when	I	understand	the	trick.	My	self-consciousness	is	about	being	manipulated,	being

made	to	feel.	

		

As	Solis	builds	tension	between	competing	tropes,	the	allures	of	childhood	and	the	destruction

of	the	grotesque,	I	think	of	little	children	playing	the	childhood	game	of	grossness:	“What’s

grosser	than	grosser	than	gross?”	“What’s	grosser	than	that?”	I	wonder	if	there	is	an	anxiety	in

this	competitive	childhood	grossness,	if	it	is	a	stage	to	which	we	are	not	allowed	to	return,	and	if

that	itself	is	alluring	to	performance	artists	who	always	seem	to	be	daring	each	other	to	new

magnitudes	of	shock	value.	I	wonder	what	Solis’	childhood	sparkles	are	for;	I	wonder	why	it	has

to	be	so	pink	and	glittery	and	gruesome.	

My	fear	of	Megan	is	reaching	a	peak;	I	know	I	have	to	interview	her,	and	I	do	not	want	to.	I	want

to	sit	in	this	discomfort,	and	I	hesitate	to	ring	her	number	and	find	out	that	she	is	not	always	



drooling	pink	bubblegum	bubbles,	that	she	might	be	a	fine,	perfectly	normal	human	(or	normal

	for	an	artist),	that	she	might	be	clean	and	neat,	or	wild	and	messy,	but	not	at	all	repugnant.	

		

When	I	search	myself,	I	realize	that	I	do	not	want	to	become	numb;	I	want	to	be	horrified	by	her

work	for	as	long	as	I	can	be.	I	am	holding	on	to	what	turns	me	away.	Sometimes	people	see

something	so	horrifying,	so	terrifying,	that	they	say	they	cannot	look	away,	and	I	wonder	if	

this	is	another	version	of	that	repelling	awestruck	urge.

And	I	know	this	is	how	Solis	and	the	visual,	the	visceral,	confront	in	a	way	that	the	printed

	word	cannot,	and	how	the	printed	word	guides	and	twists	the	thoughts,	but	the	thoughts	

may	still	resist	and	twist	back.	When	I	am	reading	or	writing	about	what	disgusts,	I	am	used	to

that	disgust;	I	am	comfortable	with	that	disgust	because	it	starts	with	my	mental	image	of	what

disgusts	me	and	dimensions	and	depth	are	added	to	my	safe	disgust	that	I	have	become

accustomed	to.	However,	when	the	grotesque	is	a	vision	unlike	your	own,	the	shock	is

	new	and	wilder	and	cannot	be	unseen.	

		

When	I	finally	get	the	courage	to	speak	with	Solis	about	her	work,	she	says	it	is	about	profound

disappointment	with	people	and	losing	trust,	yet	she	does	not	want	people	to	read	too	much

into	her	personal	life.	What	we	may	experience	of	her	art	is	a	fiction	she	has	crafted	for	us;	sets

of	incomplete,	interwoven	narratives	that	reveal	and	obscure,	and	explore	truth,	lies,	and

interpersonal	relationships.	This	is	a	tale	she	has	created	around	the	motifs	of	school,	youth	and

young	love.	There	was	no	slumber	party;	there	were	no	girls	making	arts	and	crafts.	Solis	says

that	her	trepidation	and	vulnerability	center	around	the	use	of	her	own	clothing	for	the	dolls

hanging	from	the	wall	and	being	run	over	by	childhood	dream	toys.	These	are	her

apprehensive	revelations	and	explorations.	She	is	not	a	monster,	but	an	artist	playing	my

anxieties.	Inasmuch	as	she	works	in	her	bright,	ballistic	medium,	those	of	us	who	see	her	

art	are	her	true	instruments.	
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Purple	Lady,	2016,	fabric,	synthetic	bodysuit,

glitter	shoes,	purple	hat,	pillow.	Detail	of	K.	Pell

and	the	Jeep	Escape
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	By	Gabriella	Boschi	Scott	

		

It	can	be	argued	that	the	“People	of	Walmart,”	a	humorous	internet	meme	that	focuses	on	the

unkempt	appearances	spotted	at	Walmart	shopping	centers,	embody	the	uncanny,	abject,

fragmented,	unstable	physicality	that	defies	the	idealized	human	form	championed	by	classical

art,	an	embodiment	achieved	through	various	levels	of	over-exposure	and	undress	and	a

medley	of	zany	and	transgressive	self-expression.	Megan	Solis	is	a	Walmart	shopper.	

		

In	an	earlier	performance,	a	sort	of	invisibility	ritual	that	mocks	the	“People	of	Walmart”	ethos,

a	young	female	(the	artist’s	sister),	attired	in	a	demure	and	functional	red	dress,	an	electric-

blue	wig	complete	with	adorable	pigtails,	her	facial	features	concealed	by	a	skin-colored	nylon

mask,	gingerly	pushes	her	cart	and	teddy	bear	through	the	store,	even	poses	engagingly	for

the	camera.	Her	yellow	smiley-face	backpack	completes	the	primary	color	trinity	and

coordinates	with	the	packaging	in	the	background.	It	is	also	a	stand-in	for	the	concealed	face.

This	feat	of	self-erasure	harks	back	to	Solis’	high	school	years,	during	which	her	practice	of

“conspicuous	disappearance”	earned	her	a	position	as	the	quintessential	outsider…	the	girl

that	did	not	fit	in	with	any	group,	ethnic,	socioeconomic	or	cultural	–	a	condition	which,	we

suspect,	was	probably	more	self-imposed	than	circumstantial.	

		

Another	earlier	performance	finds	Solis,	again	in

a	nylon	mask	and	colorful	wig	and	attire,	II	with

padding	and	stuffing	strategically	placed	to

obscure	her	natural	body	shape	(making	it	less

womanly,	more	girlish	and	puppet-like),	lounging

on	the	floor	next	to	a	color-coordinated	toy	

Junk	Food	Performance,	2015,	synthetic	wig,	nylon	dress,	panty

hose,	pink	stuffed	bear,	empty	shopping	cart,		glitter	shoes,

black	choker	at	Walmart	on	Binz	Englemen,	performance	video

still	

Yellow	Peep,	2016,	fabric,	body	suit,	plaster	mold	of	human	face,

frosting,	red	high	heels.	Detail	of	Disappointments	are	revealed	at	

Samantha	and	Rebecca's	slumber	party
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kitchen.	It	is	a	picture	of	childish	amusement,	except	for	the	fact	that	her	hair	is	in	disarray,	like

that	of	a	doll	that	has	seen	better	days,	and	this	figure	is	sticking	her	tongue	out	of	the	mouth

opening	in	the	nylon	mask	and	getting	drunk.

Here	the	cuteness	factor	invoked	by	the	colors	and	textures,	a	reference	to	our	modern

hyperreal	psychic	space,	infantilized	by	television,	film	and	advertising,	is	contrasted	by	the

unexpected	burlesque	content,	reminding	us	that	the	infantile	space	is	one	of	desire	and

aggression.	The	padding	and	stuffing	resurface	in	the	large	puppets	in	the	Christina	is	a	Coward

exhibition,	this	time	referencing	several	blurred,	amorphous	conditions:	the	refusal	to	define

one’s	identity	along	pre-established	formulas,	the	resulting	dehumanizing	and	belittling	by	the

social	sphere	and	the	fluid	nature	of	memory	and	experience.	

		

In	yet	another	prior	performance	designed	by	Solis,	Hold	The	Pepto-Bismal	[sic]	In	Your	Mouth	As

Long	As	Possible,	the	performer	(again	her	sister)	alternately	drinks	and	spits	the	pink	fluid,	and

her	features	are	obscured	with	a	cardboard	mask	and	paint,	evoking	an	indolent	shaman

regurgitating	DIY	medication.	Her	dribble	is	a	suggestion	of	the	“spittle”	which,	according	to

Bataille,	is	the	“very	symbol	of	the	formless,”	that	“informe”	that	has	blurred	the	boundaries	of

representation	from	Bacon	onwards.III	The	jumble,	the	fluff,	the	goo,	the	ooze	are	prominent	in

this	exhibition,	as	Solis’	work	is	a	lot	more	about	form	(or	lack	thereof)	than	it	is	about	process	or

narrative.	The	dichotomy	of	form	and	formlessness	is	a	distinct	feature	of	her	work:	she	pays

close	attention	to	visual	elements,	with	emphasis	on	expressive	color,	shape	and	texture,	only	to

invariably	foil	aesthetic	expectations,	in	a	rejection	of	formal	unity.	The	artist	favors	perishables	

		

Put	the	Pepto-Bismal	in	your	mouth	as	long	as

possible,	2015,	construction	paper,	poster	board,

body	paint,	nylon	dress	on	white	tarp,	Pepto

Bismol,	performance	video	still	

and	materials	that	are	uncomfortably	close	to	the

end	of	their	usefulness	cycle.	Time-worn	personal

items,	collected	through	various	media-fueled	fad

waves	that	populated	her	adolescence	with

proprietary	imagery,	are	combined	with	old	clothes,

food,	flashy	low-end	trinkets,	toys,	scraps	of	craft
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materials,	utilitarian	consumables	and	tools,	disposable	packaging,	even	her	own	hair.

Unlike	most	Junk	Art,	Solis’	work	does	not	repurpose	trash,	but	is	about	trash,	about	the

way	concrete	objects	transition	towards	abstraction	as	they	are	entropy-bound.	

This	post-consumer	wabi-sabi	points	sharply	to	a	perceived	disconnect	between	our

lifestyle	fantasies	and	the	material	culture	and	relics	(intensely	personal,	but	also	trivial	and

ephemeral)	that	these	fantasies	leave	behind,	almost	an	anthropological	examination	of	the

traces	left	by	our	wanderings	and	whims.	Unlike	traditional	Japanese	wabi-sabi,	an

aesthetic	philosophy	that	serenely	embraces	ephemerality	and	imperfection,	these	works

are	designed	to	awaken	eschatological	anxiety,	projecting	a	debilitated	chaos	that	has	lost

its	generative	powers,	and	serving	up	our	personal	past	as	a	landfill,	an	unsupervised

playground	populated	by	the	morally	and	psychologically	ambivalent	avatars	of	our

collective	imagination.	

		

		

		

																						I.	Ball,	Hugo.	Flight	Out	of	Time:	A	Dada	Diary,	ed.	John	Elderfield,	trans.	Ann	Raimes

																					(New	York:	Viking	Press,	1974)	“What	we	call	Dada	is	a	farce	of	nothingness,	in	which	all
																					higher	questions	are	involved;	a	gladiator’s	gesture,	a	play	with	shabby	leftovers,	the			
																					death	warrant	of	posturing	morality	and	abundance.”	
																					II.A	classic	“It’s	a	Girl”	pink,	purple	and	blue	color	scheme	

																					III.Formless”	by	Georges	Bataille,	Documents	1,	Paris,	1929,	p.	382	(translated	by	Allan	

																					Stoekl	with	Carl	R.	Lovitt	and	Donald	M.	Leslie	Jr.	
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K.	Pell	realizes	she	is	doomed	forever,	2016,	saran	wrap,	foam	paper,	puffy

paint,	magic	clay,	plastic,	cotton	stuffing,	insulation	foam,		9x10x8	in.	Detail



K.	Pell	realizes	she	is	doomed	forever,	2016,	saran	wrap,	foam	paper,	puffy

paint,	magic	clay,	plastic,	cotton	stuffing,	insulation	foam,		9x10x8	in.	Detail



		
By	Marco	Aquino	

		

As	I	walk	into	Hello	Studio	to	meet	Megan	Solis	for	the	first	time,	I	am	met	with	piles	of

costumes	and	fabrics,	while	brightly	colored	mixed-media	collages	are	being	assembled	

on	tables	nearby.	The	scene	resembles	a	backstage	setting	rather	than	a	gallery.	Here,	I

discover	an	artist	whose	work	is	fueled	by	anxiety	and	various	vices,	and	whose

performances	seem	a	compulsive	attempt	at	recreating	a	lost	innocence.	

		

The	following	are	excerpts	from	an	interview	conducted	with	Solis	on	May	27,	2016	in	San

Antonio,	TX.	

		

Marco	Aquino:	There	is	a	bit	of	a	“sweet	and	sour”	element	to	your
performance	work.	Would	you	agree?	
		

Megan	Solis:	It	does	have	this	attractiveness	to	it	but	also	revulsion	to	it	as	well.	There’s

tension.	I	like	the	idea	of	people	seeing	these	things	that	are	kind	of	comforting	and

recognizable,	but	also	seeing	it	out	of	context	and	in	this	different	light	which	sort	of	breeds

fear	and	discomfort.	I	think	there	are	a	lot	of	juxtaposing	elements,	the	sweetness	and	the

sourness,	or	the	comfortable	and	the	not	so	comfortable;	I	like	that.	

MA:	It	seems	masks	and	dolls	are	recurring	themes	in	your	work.	Do
you	find	it	difficult	to	make	yourself	vulnerable	in	front	of	audiences?
		

MS:	I	just	started	making	dolls	for	this	residency.	I	usually	like	performing	in	things	that	are

covering	me	or	things	that	change	me	and	transform	me	into	something	other.	I	think	that	a

whole	lot	of	what	I’m	trying	to	do	is	just	other	myself	from	the	general	people.	I	think	using

the	costumes	in	performances	makes	it	easier	because	it’s	not	me;	it	becomes	like	this	out	

of	body	experience	in	a	way	because	I’m	hiding	my	face	and	I’m	putting	on	wigs…	
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MA:	It	reminds	me	a	bit	of	a	Johnny	Depp	film,	which	always	have
these	child-like	characters	yet	there	is	something	kind	of	menacing
about	them.	
		

MS:	You	mean,	like	Edward	Scissorhands?	Yes,	I	can	see	that.	I	think	they	are	characters

that	want	to	be	complete	or	they	want	to	be	this	idea	of	perfection,	and	there	is	the	sense

that	they	are	trying	to	obtain	that,	but	they	are	always	failing.	There	is	this	sense	of

sympathy	or	empathy	people	have	for	them	because	I	guess	these	are	traits	that	they	see

in	themselves,	and	things	that	they	are	also	insecure	about.	

MA:	Does	film	inspire	your	work	in	any	way?	
		

MS:	My	favorite	types	of	films	are	totally	unrealistic	and	the	type	that	get	me	out	of	my	own

head.	The	majority	of	the	times	I	like	to	watch	films	like	Disney	that	will	make	me	feel	not	so

horrible	–	things	that	will	make	me	feel	neutral	or	just	make	me	feel	good.	

		

MA:	What	about	children’s	stories?	
		

MS:	I	like	the	idea	of	innocence	in	childhood	stories,	and	I	kind	of	feel	like	I’m	trying	to	do

that	with	my	work	–	like	there	is	this	sense	of	naïve	appeal.	As	far	as	being	inspired	by

specific	children’s	books,	I	don’t	consciously	do	that.	But	I	can	see	how	a	child	would	be

attracted	to	the	type	of	work	I	do	because	of	the	dolls	or	bright	colors,	but	it’s	not	for

children.	

MA:	What	would	you	say	is	the	biggest	lesson	you	learned	in	art
school?	
		

MS:	Although	art	school	is	great,	you	don’t	need	it	to	make	anything	happen.	I	think	that	the

majority	of	things	that	I’ve	done	have	been	using	the	resources	that	I’ve	gained	on	my	own.

If	you	don’t	push	yourself	to	get	out	of	it	a	bit,	you’re	going	to	make	work	that’s	too	safe
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and	that	can	mean	just	doing	shows	outside	of	school	or	doing	a	residency	outside	of	the

country.	You	don’t	need	school	to	be	a	good	artist,	but	it’s	great	if	you	want	people	who

know	better	than	you	do	to	call	you	out	when	you’re	being	lazy	or	when	you’re	bullshiting.	

MA:	You	recently	graduated	from	college.	How	has	your	work
evolved	in	the	years	since	you	started?	
		

MS:	It’s	gotten	way	more	vulnerable,	honest,	and	self-deprecating.	I	had	a	professor	who

told	me	‘don’t	make	art	that’s	just	cool	because	that	doesn’t	last,	make	art	that	people	–

whether	now,	or	in	the	future	–	will	feel.’	That’s	something	that	you	should	aspire	to	do	as

an	artist	rather	than	just	doing	things	that	are	in	the	“now”	or	“cool”	because	that	doesn’t

last.	I’d	like	to	think	my	art	has	evolved	from	being	something	that	was	merely	aesthetically

pleasing	to	something	I	want	people	to	relate	to	–	whomever	that	may	be.	

MA:	Where	do	you	see	your	artistic	practice	heading?	
		

MS:	I’m	always	wanting	my	art	to	still	be	“raw,”	but,	at	the	same	time,	more	conceptually

driven	and	more	performance	driven	as	well.	If	I	had	money,	I	would	like	to	do	larger

projects	and	more	public	works	that	a	mass	audience	could	enjoy.	I	would	like	to	take	it

outside	of	the	gallery	walls	into	something	that	can	be	seen	more	by	different	audiences.	

I’d	like	to	see	it	get	out	of	the	‘white	cube’	scenario.	

MA:	What	did	you	find	the	most	challenging	during	your	time	in
school?	
		

MS:	I	felt	like	I	was	stuck	in	a	certain	city.	I	grew	up	in	San	Antonio	and	I	went	to	UTSA	so

the	hardest	part	was	just	being	here	and	having	to	stay	in	San	Antonio	when	I	wanted	to

leave	and	not	be	here.	There	is	something	to	be	said	about	the	artists	who	are	making	this	city

better	–	as	far	as	art	goes	–	but	for	me,	just	being	here	would	not	make	me	grow	or	be	a

better	artist.	As	a	person	who	grew	up	in	San	Antonio,	who’s	safe	with	their	family,	I	feel	like
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I	need	to	push	myself	and	really	go	for	it.	I	don’t	think	I	would	be	happy	to	just	show	in	San

Antonio	or	Texas	forever.	

		

MA:	Can	you	elaborate	on	some	of	the	ideas	behind	this	show?	
		

MS:	With	this	show	there	are	a	lot	of	high	school-themed	pieces.	I	was	thinking	about	how

much	that	has	carried	into	my	adulthood	and	how	much	I	haven’t	changed,	or	have

changed;	how	that	kind	of	relates	to	making	art	for	me.	I’ve	never	been	a	person	that	has

felt	I	was	a	part	of	anything.	Even	in	high	school	I	didn’t	have	any	friends.	I	spent	my	lunches

in	the	bathroom,	or	in	the	library	and	read.	It	wasn’t	like	it	was	horrifying	for	me	because	I

wasn’t	bullied,	I	just	didn’t	have	anybody	to	talk	to.	I	think	that	carries	on	into	my	adult	life;	I

have	a	hard	time	making	relationships	with	other	people	and	there	is	a	struggle	for	me	to

keep	connections	with	other	people.	I	think	art	for	me	is	the	only	thing	I’ve	ever	had	that

does	that	in	some	way,	but	also,	it	kind	of	pushes	people	away…	
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Disappointments	are	revealed	at	Samantha	and	Rebecca's	slumber	party	VI,	2016,	

foam	letters,	duct	tape,	foam	paper,	post-it,	puffy	paint	on	pink	glitter	foam	paper,	4x5	in.
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Disappointments	are	revealed	at	Samantha	and	Rebecca's	slumber	party	VIII,	2016,	fabric,	foam
paper,	popsicle	stick	plastic	choker,	cotton	stuffing	on	emerald	green	glitter	foam	paper,	4x5	in.

Disappointments	are	revealed	at	Samantha	and	Rebecca's	slumber	party	II,	2016,

rubber	yellow	glove,	fuzz	balls,	foam	paper	on	yellow	foam	paper.	4x5	in.	
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Disappointments	are	revealed	at	Samantha	and	Rebecca's	slumber	party	IX,	2016,

acrylic,	sticker,	oatmeal,	water,	cotton	stuffing,	fabric	on	lime	green	foam	paper,	4x5	in.	

Disappointments	are	revealed	at	Samantha	and	Rebecca's	slumber	party	V,	2016,

googly	eyes,	fabric,	play-doh,	acrylic,	saran	wrap	on	orange	glitter	foam	paper,	4x5	in.
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Disappointments	are	revealed	at	Samantha	and	Rebecca's	slumber	party	IV,	2016,	acrylic,

acrylic,	razor,	yarn,	fuzz	ball,	puffy	paint,	sprinkles	on	silver	glitter	foam	board,	4x5	in.	

Disappointments	are	revealed	at	Samantha	and	Rebecca's	slumber	party	I,	2016,

play-doh,	acrylic,	foam	paper,	stickers	on	glitter	purple	foam	paper,	4x5	in.
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Disappointments	are	revealed	at	Samantha	and	Rebecca's	slumber	party	III,	2016,

puffy	paint	on	black	glitter	foam	board,	4x5	in.	

Disappointments	are	revealed	at	Samantha	and	Rebecca's	slumber	party	VII,	2016,	googly

eyes,	plantain	chip,	fuzz	ball,	plastic	cuts	on	sea	foam	green	glitter	foam	paper,	4x5	in.	
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I'm	not	as	ugly	sad	as	you,	2016,	acrylic,	144x288	in.	Mural

Unbearably	Human,	2016,	frosting,	plastic,	fabric,	masonite,	yarn,	swimming	pool

noodles,	furby	doll	stuffed.	Detail
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We	are	just	peachy,	thanks	I,	2016,	fabric,	plastic
alien,	foil,	yarn,	duct	tape,	foam	board,	nylon

stockings.	48x36x12	in.	

We	are	just	peachy,	thanks	II,	2016,	plastic	smiley
face	backpack,	flowers,	puffy	paint,	yarn,	fabric,

nylon	stockings,	acrylic,	plastic.	48x60x12	in.
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We	are	just	peachy,	thanks	III,	2016,	fabric,	saran
wrap,	old	bra,	foam	paper,	duct	tape,	found	dolls,

plastic	choker,	fuzz	balls,	yarn.	60x48x10	in.	

We	are	just	peachy,	thanks	IV,	2016,	fabric,	rubber
glove,	noodle,	painters	tape,	cardboard,	plastic,

acrylic.	60x36x10	in.
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Purple	Lady,	2016,	fabric,	synthetic	bodysuit,	glitter	shoes,	purple	hat,	pillow.	Detail

of	K.	Pell	and	the	Jeep	Escape
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Yellow	Peep,	2016,	fabric,	body	suit,	plaster	mold	of
human	face,	frosting,	red	high	heels.	Detail	of

Disappointments	are	revealed	at	Samantha	and

Rebecca's	slumber	party
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Christina	is	a	Coward,	2016.	Installation	view
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K.	Pell	realizes	she	is	doomed	forever,	2016,	saran	wrap,	foam	paper,	puffy	paint,

magic	clay,	plastic,	cotton	stuffing,	insulation	foam,		9x10x8	in.	
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Education	
2016				Bachelor	of	Fine	Arts,	University	of	Texas	at	San	Antonio,	Texas	
		
Residency	
2016				Hello	Studio	Residency,	Hello	Studio,	San	Antonio,	Texas	

2015				Arteles	Artist	Residency	Center,	Haukijärvi,	Finland	
		
Selected	Solo	Exhibitions	
2016				Christina	is	a	Coward,	Hello	Studio,	San	Antonio,	Texas;	

curator	Alana	Coates,	June	–	August.	catalogue.	

2015				Xanax	Keeps	Me	Strong,	The	Lullwood	Group	Gallery,	
												San	Antonio,	Texas;	curator	Chris	Castillo,	October	
		

Selected	Group	Exhibitions	
2016				Spring	BFA	Exhibition,	University	of	Texas	at	San	Antonio,	

												Main	Campus	Gallery,	San	Antonio,	Texas,	May	

My	Bloated	Stomach	is	Water	and	Glitter,	R	Gallery,	
												San	Antonio,	Texas;	curator	Rigoberto	Luna.	March
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Selected	Group	Exhibitions	Continued		
2015				A	Vulgar	Farce	Studio	Fantomas,	San	Antonio,	Texas;	

curator	Alejandro	Augustine	Padilla,	November	

Arteles	Residents	2015,	Arteles	Artist	Center,	
Haukijärvi,	Finland.	May.	catalogue.	

Renew	and	Reprise,	High	Wire	Arts	Gallery,	San	Antonio,	Texas;	

curator	Cindy	Palmer,	March	

31st	Student	Exhibition,	University	of	Texas	in	San	Antonio,	San	Antonio,	

Texas.	Juror:	Sandra	C.	Fernandez,	March	

Colorful	Damage:	The	Art	of	Megan	Solis	and	Mauro	Rangel,	Silkworm	
Gallery,	San	Antonio,	Texas;	curator	Joe	De	La	Cruz,	January	

2014				Remember	the	Plazmo!,	Plazmo	Contemporary,	San	Antonio,	Texas;	

curator	Louie	Chavez,	August	

Yuck,	Yuck!	A	Mural	Reveal,	High	Wire	Arts	Gallery,	San	Antonio,	Texas;

												curator	Megan	Solis.	May.		
		

Murals		
2014				Yuck,	Yuck!	Mural	on	High	Wire	Arts	Gallery	façade,	San	Antonio,	Texas.	

	Pink	Girl,	Poorcore	Music,	Interior	Mural,	San	Antonio,	Texas.	
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We	are	just	peachy,	thanks	III,	2016,	fabric,	saran	wrap,	old	bra,	foam

paper,	duck	tape,	found	dolls,	plastic	choker,	fuzz	balls,	yarn.	Detail
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